
Christ The Antidote Regarding Death

CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part  107.

At Last A Full Day Is On The Horizon!

''Now of this one thing you are not to be oblivious, beloved, that one day is with the Lord as a thousand
years and a thousand years as one day." 2Pet.3:8. Concordant Literal.

''Nevertheless,  do not let  this  one fact escape you, beloved,  that  with the Lord  one day is  as a
thousand years and a thousand years as one day.'' 2 Pet.3:8. Amplified. 

This is a verse that can be easily passed over if we are not aware of the deeper meaning it entails.  We
are told that we are ''not to be oblivious'' plus ''do not let this one fact escape you'' that ''one day is with
the Lord as a thousand years and a thousand years as one day''.

Interestingly if we look at the age of Adam & his contemporaries, not one of them lived a full day as
in – a day with the Lord is a thousand years –  Adam lived for 930 years others even longer such as
Methuselah  who made it to 969 years but not one of them made it through to the full day, every one of
them came short of 1,000 years.  We have good news for you there are a group of people who are now
living who will live through to, & enter into the full day, yes through to the full one thousand years.  At
last a full day is on the horizon!

In  our  last  two posts  we have  been declaring  to  you  how our  Wonderful  Author  & Finisher  is
presenting to us a way to be overcoming to the point of being among those who are being caught up to
our Great Deity's Throne, these will be the great Man-child corporate body who will be overcoming in a
greater way than any prophet or group that has lived before, yes at last there will be a fully endowed
people who are on the horizon even today.   Does this  interest you?   Please allow me to once again cite
from our last post Part 105. 

Quote.  ''We may not yet fully realise it but because as we each of us were made in the Image of the I
AM, we too are  - not only the very clones - of the I AM, but in actual fact as the I AM wills - or speaks -
things into existence so we too can speak things into existence.  How many times have we heard the
verse, ''death and life are in the power of the tongue'' also ''let the weak SAY that I am strong'' & ''Let
the poor SAY that I am rich'' plus ''Let the afflicted - sick - SAY that I am well'' or healthy.  The reason
why we need to watch what we say is because our true identity entails that we were made in the image of
& proceeded from the I AM who has spoken all things into existence. Gen 1:3-29. Jn 1:1-4. How?  Now
our Deity has given this power especially to the very clones of the I AM.  I emphasise the increase of the
fruit of this will not come in a moment but only as we meditate on it or as the Amplified below well
expresses it ''they who INDULGE in it shall eat the fruit of it''.

''Death and life lie in the hand of the tongue, And they who love to USE it must eat its fruit."
Prov18:21. Concordant Literal.

Pro 18:21  Death and life are in the power of the tongue, and they who INDULGE in it shall eat the
fruit of it [for death or life]. [Matt. 12:37.] 
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''For by your words you will be justified and acquitted, and by your words you will be condemned
and sentenced.''  Mat12:37. Amplified. 

''The truth is, you can SAY to this mountain, 'Go, mountain, fall into the sea.' And if you have no
doubts in your mind and believe that what you SAY will happen, then God will do it for you.''  Mk11:23.
ERV. 

''I create the FRUIT of the LIPS'' Isa 57:19a. KJV.

''For assuredly, I say to you, whoever SAYS to this mountain, 'Be removed and be cast into the sea,'
and does not doubt in his heart, but believes that those things he says will be done, he will have whatever
he says.''  Mk11:23. NKJV.''  End Quote.  

''If two shall agree – in this case both Divinity & man – on any one thing it shall come to
pass''.  

When Are All Enemies To Be Destroyed?

''For  he must  reign,  till  he hath  put  all  his  enemies  under his  feet.  The last  enemy that  shall  be
abolished is death''. 1Cor 15:25-26. ASV.

''For his rule will go on till he has put all those who are against him under his feet . The last power
to come to an end is death.''  1Cor 15:25-26. Bible In Basic English.

A quote from Bill Britton.  ''On the basis of the scriptures we have studied, let me say something
about the next age, the Kingdom Age, the Millenium, God's day of rest, the day of the Lord.  There will
be a revelation of son-ship which has not been seen for nearly 2,000 years.  A many- membered company
of overcomer's will pass  through the veil, sit with Christ on His throne to rule and reign. ------ Yes I
know these things are already happening in a measure, for we now have the  foretaste of the miracle
working powers of the age to come.  But what we have now is only a ''taste'' of that which belongs to the
next age.  The book will be opened, & truth's of the Bible will be made known like a river of life rushing
in upon us.  Blind eyes will be opened to truth, & the lame will be made to walk in that which they see.
And all this will be without effort, without the strength of the flesh''.  End quote.   

The lame is no doubt referring to the spiritually lame!

Accepted Religiosity Cannot  And Will Not 
Ever Identify The Truth Of The Strong Man!

''No one can enter into a strong one's house and plunder his goods, except he first binds the strong man.
And then he will plunder his house.''  Mk 3:27. MKJV. 

''Nay, no one can go into a strong man's house and carry off his property, unless he first binds the
strong man, and then he will plunder his house.''  Mk3:27. Weymouth. 

If the strong man is to be bound & his house spoiled before the millennium we had better first find a
strong man whose identity is not tainted with accepted religious tradition.  

In the past the above text has been well used to show us that the strong man or the enemy must first
be bound before we can move into his house & spoil his goods.   Please let us first consider that we who
are espousing the  Most Holy Place position must realise that we ought to be far from following the
accepted 30 or 60 fold norm of Bible understanding.  Allow me to explain further!  When we read in
1Peter.

''whom God in His power is guarding through faith for a salvation that even now stands ready for
UNVEILING at the End of the Age.''  1Pet 1:5. Weymouth.  Or in the latter days.
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 ''which inheritance has been laid up and is now kept guarded in safe deposit in heaven for you who
are  constantly  being  kept  guarded  by  the  power  of  God  through  faith for  a  salvation  ready  to  be
REVEALED in a last season which is epochal and strategic in its significance.'' 1Pet1:5 Wuest.  To be
revealed when?  Could this last season be referring to the latter days?  No doubts whatsoever!
 

''who by the power of God are guarded through faith unto a salvation ready to be revealed in the last
time.'' 1Pet1:5. American Standard Version.    Or in the latter times or days.

If we can keep in mind that as the book of Revelation is full of allegories, so are the first three
chapters of Genesis.  Do not ever expect that you can arrange the first three chapters of Genesis into
chronological  order,  it  is  an  impossibility  as  it  is  full  of  metaphors.   Most  importantly  whenever  it
mentions the serpent it is always representative of the carnal or natural mind.  Now the strong man or
- serpent - is none other than our lower or mistaken identity, do not ever expect to gain acceptance or
respect with those who are in traditional thinking with this understanding.  The serpent, the carnal or the
natural mind is the true  non-religious identity of the STRONG MAN!  If you have an open heart for
end-time revelation you will receive this!

It stands to reason that there must be some that our Deity would call beforehand to share this message
with others before it fully comes to pass so as to prepare those whose eyes are being & will be opened.
Usually when it is foreordained that certain ones are to become aware of deeper further truths we find that
a gem will be picked up here & there by different writings & maybe DVDs etc.  I repeat I for one do not
believe that ''accepted religiosity will ever identify with the real truth of the strong man''!  

To further enhance that this is the time that these things are to be shared we read in Micah as below.

The Latter Days?

''BUT  IN the latter days it  shall  come to pass that  the mountain of  the house of the Lord shall  be
established as the  highest of the mountains; and it shall be exalted above the hills, and peoples shall
flow to it.   And many nations shall come and say, Come, let us go up to the mountain of the Lord, to the
house of the God of Jacob, that He may teach us His ways, and we may walk in His paths. For the law
shall go forth out of Zion and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.''  Micah 4:1-2. Amplified. 

 
''Now it shall come to pass in the  latter days That  the mountain of the LORD's house Shall be

established on the top of the mountains, And shall be exalted above the hills; And peoples shall flow to
it.  Many nations shall come and say, "Come, and let us go up to the mountain of the LORD, To the
house of the God of Jacob; He will teach us His ways, And we shall walk in His paths." For out of Zion
the law - or the message -  shall go forth,  And the word of the LORD from Jerusalem.''  Micah 4:1-2.
NKJV.   

Both of these translations indicate to us that these things are happening in the LATTER DAYS!  Now
it stands to reason that in these days that we are in, that our Great Deity would be preparing a people such
as never have been seen on this earth before this, they will have an understanding & experience of faith
that far excels all that have gone before us!

 
''And in the morning, passing by, they saw the fig-tree having been dried up from the roots,  and

Peter having remembered saith to him, `Rabbi, lo, the fig-tree that thou didst curse is dried up.'  And
Jesus answering saith to them, `Have faith of God;  for verily I say to you, that whoever may say to this
mount, Be taken up, and be cast into the sea, and may not doubt in his heart, but may believe that the
things that  he saith  do come to pass, it shall be to him whatever he may say.''   Mk11:20-23. Youngs
Literal. 

''And going by in the morning, they perceived the fig tree withered from the roots."And, recollecting,
Peter is saying to Him, "Rabbi! Lo! the fig tree which Thou didst curse has withered'' And answering,
Jesus is saying to them, "If you have faith of God,  verily, I am saying  to you that whosoever  may be
saying to this mountain, 'Be picked up and cast into the sea,' and may not be doubting in his heart, but
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should be believing that what he is speaking is occurring, it shall be his, whatsoever he may be saying."
Mk11:20-23. Concordant Literal.  

Have the faith of God?  If any are to fully realise this it will definitely be among those who are
realising that they are the very offspring, the very clones, a very part of; Yes made in the very image of
their Deity!

We also see in the above words something that to many of us may seem far above our realm, if the
Christ did not think that it would be possible to us to fulfil these instructions they would never have been
shared with us.  In any true spiritual truth if we search deep enough we will find a profound spiritual
simplicity which is not seen on the surface.  Are we not told that if we ask in the authority of the I AM we
can ''receive the desires of our heart''.  I want us all to notice that in the last verse of the Young-s
translation  ''and may not be doubting in his heart,but may believe that the things that HE SAITH do
come to pass, it shall be to him whatever he MAY SAY'', please notice that in this sentence it does not
mention anything other than we or you & I speaking to the mountain.  It does not mention Christ, it does
not mention the Father, it does not mention angels, the only entity mentioned  is  ''whoever may say to
this  mount'' I declare & believe that the answer to this seeming quandary is that our Great Christ knew
that there would be some who would realise in their  true identity that they being the  offspring,  the
extension of, yes the very clones of the I AM would come to the revelation that ''whatsoever YOU ASK
in my name I will do it''. ''He will teach us His ways, And we shall walk in His paths." ''For out of
Zion the law - or message -  shall go forth, And the word of the LORD from Jerusalem.''  Micah 4:2.
NKJV.

In 2Kings 4:1-7. We read that a certain wife of one of a son of one of the prophets beseeched Elisha,
saying your servant my husband is dead & you know that he feared the Lord, but one who I owe money to
has come to take my two sons to be slaves.  Elisha asked her, how can I help you, what have you of value
in the house?  Her answer was I have nothing in the house except a jar of oil.  Elisha then said, go around
& borrow from all your neighbours empty jars & vessels, as many as you can.  When you have done this
shut the door upon you & your sons then pour out the oil you have into all the vessels, setting aside each
one when it is full, so she did as he told her she shut the door with her sons who brought the vessels to her
as she poured the oil.  When all the vessels were full her sons said to her they are all full, there is not one
left, then the oil stopped multiplying.  Then the woman told Elisha & he said  ''go sell the oil and pay
your debt, and your sons live on the rest''.

In I Kings 17:10-16 we read of  a similar circumstance with Elijah.

''For thus says the Lord, the God of Israel:  The jar of meal shall not waste away or the bottle of
oil fail until the day that the Lord send rain on the earth''. 1Kings17:14.Amp.  The obedient woman did
as she was bidden & in verse 16 we read, ''The jar of meal was not spent nor did the the bottle of oil fail
according to the word which the Lord spoke through Elijah''.  Considering the circumstances it took
real faith for the woman to heed the prophet Elijah but she like many had a  true heart for the things of
her Creator & was well rewarded.

Without faith we cannot come to or have an experience with our Deity.  Being static in our walk
without using faith cannot be on our agenda. ''Without faith you cannot please God''. We cannot walk
the walk without it.   We ''walk by faith & not by sight'' we also know that ''By faith God created the
heaven & the earth''.  We are told to live & be sustained by it such as ''The just shall live by faith''.
We are also told that ''man lives by every word that comes out of the mouth of God''.  In reality what we
say or what - comes out of our mouth - is the start button for either spiritual power or spiritual decent-
ion.  Words are spiritual containers, ''good & evil ought not to be coming out of the same mouth''.  Has
not our Great Deity ''dealt to EVERY MAN the measure of faith''.  ''He always causes me to triumph,
he always gives me the victory''.

Do we desire the understanding of what our Glorious Deity is bringing these wonderful overcoming
Sons into,  ''Confession brings possession''.   ''Forget not all  of His benefits''.   Would this  include
complete restoration?  Of course it would!

''Never let us grow tired of doing what is right, for if we do not faint we shall reap our harvest at the
opportune season.''  Gal 6:9. Moffatt, 
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''So let's not allow ourselves to get fatigued doing good. At the right time we will harvest a good
crop if we don't give up, or quit.''  Gal 6:9. MSG. 

''And let us not lose heart and grow weary and faint in acting nobly and doing right, for in due time
and at the appointed season we shall reap, if we do not loosen and relax our courage and faint.''  Gal
6:9. Amplified.

Our due season is not far off, abundance is headed our way.  Our Wonderful Deity has a plan which
he is bringing to pass, that plan is ''many sons are being promoted to higher glory & faith'' nothing
can deter any of the plan that the prophets of old predicted & it  will not fail, we are being led into a
higher faith concept.  ''For a great and effective door has opened to me'' 1Cor 16:9. ''He brought me
forth also into a large place; He delivered me because He delighted in me''. Ps18:19. MKJV.

Let us be talking to ourselves confessing even out loud, this will cause blessings to overtake us, yes
we need to move out of our safe zone & into our faith zone.

 
''Cultivate these things. Immerse yourself in them. The people will all see you mature right before

their eyes!  Keep a firm grasp on both your character and your teaching. Don't be diverted. Just keep at
it. Both you and those who hear you will experience salvation.''  1Tim 4:15-16. MSG. 

''Practice and cultivate and meditate upon these duties; throw yourself wholly into them [as your
ministry],  so  that  your  progress  may  be  evident to  everybody.  Look  well  to  yourself  [to  your  own
personality] and to [your] teaching; persevere in these things [hold to them], for by so doing you will
save both yourself and those who hear you.'' 1Tim 4:15-16. Amplified.   This last phrase is most thrilling
& most important.   ''for by so doing you will save both yourself and those who hear you'' .

''Meditate upon these things; give thyself wholly to them; that thy profiting may appear to all.  Take
heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine; continue in them: for in doing this thou shalt both save thyself,
and them that hear thee.''  1Tim4:15-16. KJV.  

All of the above illustrations are to give us confidence for what is now in fact coming to pass in this
LATTER DAY!  At last a full day is on the horizon!

Gideon!

''The LORD's Spirit took control of Gideon, and Gideon blew a signal on a trumpet to tell the men in the
Abiezer clan to follow him.''  Jdg 6:34. Contemporary English Version.

''and the  Spirit of Jehovah hath clothed Gideon, and he  bloweth with a trumpet, and Abi-Ezer is
called after him;''  Jdg 6:34 Youngs Literal Translation.

''But the Spirit of the Lord clothed Gideon with Himself and took possession of him, and he blew a
trumpet, and [the clan of] Abiezer was gathered to him.''  Jdg 6:34. Amplified. 

Because of the fact of Gideon being most definitely a metaphor of the Man-child I see three main
points to be emphasised here.   ONE,  because of his  standing for truth made him the  most rejected
amongst those who stood for Baal, who I see as in this allegory a type of those today who have accepted
the religiosity of the majority, those who are content with the opinion of the crowd.  TWO, he blew a
trumpet which emphatically adds to the fact of  him being most definitely a type of the Man-child,  This
following verse would verify this;  ''For the Lord Himself will descend from heaven with a  loud cry of
summons, with the shout of an archangel, and with the blast of the trumpet of God.''  1Thess 4:16a.
Amplified.  
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THREE, ''the Spirit of the Lord CLOTHED  Gideon WITH HIMSELF and took POSSESSION of
him''.  To emphasise that this is an allegory for today we insert the following verse, ''having willed he
begot  us  by  a  word of  truth,  IN ORDER THAT TO BE US first-fruit  a  kind  of  the  of  HIMSELF
creatures.'' James 1:18. Gk Diaglott.

Please notice that Gideon who was the most rejected of the majority, was at the right time placed ON
TOP of all those in Israel. The exciting story of Gideon is almost without parallel when we consider his
humble beginnings, his Creator was only bringing out of one of his humble ones the  masterpiece that is
in each & every one of us, for are we not each & every one of us ''fearfully and wonderfully made'' .

The Seasons Which Are In The Times Of Our Deity!

Most fruit trees have a season in which they bear their fruit, they do not worry if they are not bearing ripe
fruit all the year round.  There is the proper season for ripe fruit to appear on the tree, for the rest of the
year they are preparing, if they could talk they would tell you that they have both  faith & patience in
waiting for the right season.   With ourselves is it not a very similar experience?  The planting of the  seed
of the Word in our hearts takes time to come to fruition.  The seeds that come into our hearts are at first
simple spiritual understandings,  as  we mature & our -  spiritual - ground is  ready to digest deeper
further truths as they come across our paths & know this we are growing into deeper understandings
every day plus; What we are seeing & understanding is increasingly coming  from where?  From that
which has been within ourselves, yes since & from our Job 38;7 experience. ''When the morning stars
sang together and all the sons of God shouted for joy?'' 

So  there  is  always  more,  & know this  our  everlasting  experience  in  our  Author  &  Finisher  is
fathomless we will never reach the full heights & depths in what is really part of our eternal being.  So
there is the planting & testing & growing of every seed which requires both,  ''Faith and patience''.  Yes
planting, testing, growing, each in its own season also conversely brings  Faith & patience.

Also wonderfully in all of this we are given ''Beauty for ashes''  & ''Mercy for Mistakes''

For those who are inclined to think that you have missed your season you would be encouraged to
read the following & return to your wonderful experience with your creator.   Hear these words,

''COME AND let us return to the Lord, for He has torn so that He may heal us; He has stricken so
that He may bind us up.  AFTER TWO DAYS He will revive us (quicken us, give us life); on the third
day He will raise us up that we may live before Him. [  Yes, let us know (recognize, be acquainted with,
and understand) Him; let us be zealous to know the Lord [to appreciate, give heed to, and cherish Him].
His going forth is prepared and certain as the dawn, and He will come to us as the [heavy] rain, as the
LATTER RAIN that waters the earth.''  Hosea 6:1-3. Amplified,  

The two days mentioned above are no doubt referring to the 2,000 years since the time of A.D when
the Christ was born as a child. ''Unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given''. Isa 9:6a Amplified.
This time - after two days - is the season that is right now!  The Latter rain is now ''watering the earth''
or pouring water on our earthen vessels even as you read these very words.  This is the wonderful time of
the ''after two days He will revive us quicken us, give us life'' The certainty we are given of this taking
place are in the words,  ''His going forth is prepared and CERTAIN as the dawn''.  

In the beginning man was made ''to rule over the fish of the sea & over the birds of the air & over
every living thing that creeps''  Gen 1:26.   But now there is  a  further great promotion this  time the
complete man is in the process of being formed to rule over not the fish & birds etc but over all the
nations with a sceptre or rod of iron. Rev 12:5.  This can be also translated ''shepherding with love
and firmness''.

Reach out & use your faith & you will not be disappointed.  When I arose this morning on the 5 th of
September  I  had  the  distinct  knowing  that  something  had  changed  spiritually,  I  felt  distinctly  that
something had cleared in the spirit & that the miraculous is from now on to be more  the norm.  In writing
this I wondered if others have had a similar experience?
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''But you have been anointed by the Holy One, and you all have knowledge.'' 1Jn 2:20 ESV

''But as for you, an anointing you have from the holy One, and all of you have the capacity to know.
I am not writing to you because you do not know the truth, but because you know it, and because every
lie is not out of the truth as a source.'' 1Jn 2:20-21.Wuest.

''They that hunger & thirst after righteousness shall be filled''.  Would this righteousness cover the
miraculous.  When we think of the miracles & healing-s that were accomplished by the Christ even Jesus;
would the righteousness of our Deity be involved in any way?  As we think about it there can be no doubt
about it, the  righteousness of our Great Deity would demand it!

All Of These Seasons Are In The Times Of Our Deity!

Our Creator Will Turn What We Thought Was Evil Into Good!

One thing that I have learned over the years is when an unforeseen event takes place in our lives that
would seem to be against us, we do not need to rebuke it for quite often what we want is not necessarily
in the perfect will of our Deity.  Now we may realise that we are the ''head & not the tail'', ''the above &
not beneath ones'', ''victors & not victims'', but are we not told also ''that all things work together for
GOOD for His loved ones''.  An occurrence of many years ago comes to mind;Before we gathered an
assembly of people together our livelihood for a while was with Amway an American company that sold
household products, in the process of this venture it somehow took us to a group of people in the Mt
Druitt area which was located slightly West of the City of Sydney in Australia.  One thing led to another
& before we knew it we had a number of people who were interested in spiritual things.  These people
were keen to learn about the higher life & not have their children learn from a Church or denominational
point  of  view.   At  this  time  coincidentally  the  Pentecostal  movement  we were  part  of,  without  any
knowledge of what was happening in the lives of - my wife & myself -  decided that they should start a
Sunday School in the very same area.   Somehow I learned what happening & I told them that we already
had a number of children ready to bring along.  This to me was an amazing thing, the outcome was that
the future Superintendent of the movement was sent up to help things along which was fine with me as I
could think of no one I would rather work under.  All went well for a while as we were growing steadily
& then one day this man Geoff Holden, hinted that he could be moving on.  I in my ignorance began to
pray against it, then one day he said he needed to see both my wife & myself in his home.  We were told
that he & his wife were definitely moving on.  My query was who was being sent to help us & take over
the work?  His reply was no-one, surprised, I asked what he had in mind?  He answered you under the
great overseer are being called to take control.   Amazing, that  which I  had previously thought  was
something to be prayed against was actually our blessing.  We were in the early stages of learning that
we are ''victors & not victims'' yes we were realising that we were ''the head & not the tail''  and also ''
All things are of God''.  The point is that whenever ever we receive a NO in a circumstance or in Spirit it
could well be to our our advantage & maybe prominence.  One thing we must never forget we who are
''fearfully and wonderfully made''  are our Deity's  'masterpieces' yes our Maker is right now in the
process of raising up a miraculous people into a special experience of not dying but but coming into a
most high place of faith & accomplishment!  Remember that in the spiritual plan of our Deity there are
no bounds, if an event has been prophesied by the Spirit it can never be thwarted!

Breaking Through The Sound Barrier!

To use an earthly situation we are reminded of an event when several years ago a group of men gathered
together to work toward the task of building a plane that would break through the sound barrier, even
though this is an earthly example & this had never before been accomplished these men had faith that
such a thing was possible.  We are more wonderfully made & have more potential than we can imagine.
Where did this ability originate?  One guess!  If this wonderful event was accomplished in the flesh realm
just what can be accomplished in the spiritual realm, when we consider that it has been prophesied again
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& again that our Author & Finisher has definite plan for the chosen ones of today!  In contrast to the
earthly example of breaking through the sound barrier does the following verse not inspire us when we
think of the spiritual sound barrier that is prepared for those who believe & love their Creator?

''No, as it is written, what no eye has ever seen, what no ear has ever heard, what never entered
the mind of man, God has prepared all the for those who love him.'' 1Cor 2:9. Moffatt NT.

''But even as it stands written, The things which eye did not see nor ear hear and which did not
arise  within  an  individuals  heart,  so  many  things  has  God  prepared  for  those  who  love  Him.''
1Cor2:9.Wuest.

As we have before mentioned If we have a negative thought we must not give it legs by speaking it
out, the moment we speak it out we give it power. Why?  In Deuteronomy we read.  

''I call heaven and earth to witness this day against you that I have set before you life and death, the
blessings and the curses; therefore choose life, that you and your descendants may live''.  Deut 30:19.
Amplified. 

"Today I am giving you a choice of two ways. And I ask heaven and earth to be witnesses of your
choice. You can choose life or death. The first choice will bring a blessing. The other choice will bring a
curse. So choose life! Then you and your children will live.'' Deut 30:19.  ERV.   

Now of course some may rather be of the opinion that the OT that does not apply to us today, in some
cases that may be true, but if it is an everlasting statement & it is backed up vehemently by the new that
completely alters the context, for example. ''For by your words you will be justified and acquitted, and
by your words you will be condemned and sentenced''   Mat 12:37. Amp.  The words condemned &
sentenced would to many infer an eternal hell.  Unfortunately a number of instances & interpretations of
scripture have been changed & altered by gradually distorted understandings.  The study of the subject of
the word hell is most negatively disappointing, at times where totally unrelated words have been made to
try to mean the same thing is most disgusting.  For instance in several instances the word hell actually
means a hole in the ground & to substantiate this, in several county villages in England they still HELL
their potatoes, in other words it means to put or plant them in the ground.  If you can believe it, this
particular word  has been bent to mean a place in the bowels of the earth where supposedly souls still are
waiting for a coming judgement.  In Isa 24:21-22 & in In 1Pet3:19-20, it would  seemingly speak of a
coming judgement to those who have been beguiled & are under a terrible misunderstanding.  I boldly
declare to all today even to those who are even a part of the 30-fold understanding, that this following
verse applies to all since the death, burial & resurrection ''He has not dealt with us after our sins nor
rewarded us according to our iniquities'' ''as far as the East is from the West so far has He removed
our transgressions from us'' Isa 103:10, 12. Amp.  Remember we are we are - sharing -  the salvation
that is being unveiled in this last day. 1Pet 1:5.

And that goes for each & every one of us this is why in our Great Loving Deity we are given, 
''Beauty for Ashes''  & ''Mercy for Mistakes''

At Last A Full Day Is On The Horizon!

Ralph Knowles, September 2017.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

Trust that this finds you in the high fellowship of your Deity & His blessings.  To those who are open
hearted & are listening, blessings to you.  There is always a higher place to be realised within. This is
something that is never ending. 
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